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Begin when there is a Crescent Moon. In your dominant hand, hold the

symbol of your business venture and raise your hand up to the moon.

Next raise up the other hand that is holding the 6 silver coins or rings. 

Raise your hands 6 times, saying:

Place your symbol on the tray and place the rings around it. 

Leave the tray somewhere safe overnight.

On the Full Moon, again raise up your dominant hand holding your

business symbol towards the moon. Then raise up your other hand that

holds the 6 silver coins or rings, saying:

Next, throw each of the silver coins or rings as far as you can, saying:

"Crescent Moon, as you grow, let my business venture grow too"

"Mother Moon, in all your power, please bless my venture with successful

power"

"By the time the moon is new, make my venture flourish too".
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Using Your Talent or
Hobbies To Start A
Lucrative Business

What to do:

You will need:
6 Silver Coins or Rings

A symbol of your business venture

A silver tray or a piece of sturdy cardboard covered in

silver wrapping paper or tin foil

(such as a sample, photo, business plan, advert, etc)

Timing:
From a Crescent Moon to a Full Moon



Using the red marker or paint, draw the Ogham symbol for the Yew

Tree on the twig. This symbol represents steady growth.

When you're finished writing or painting, say:

Plant the seed/acord/pit, saying:

Plant the tree stave/twig on top to mark where you planted the

seed/acorn/pit.

Immediately afterward take one aligned action towards starting

your new business venture, even if it is a small one.

"Yew Tree, bring to me, growth from this seed/acorn/pit, through

months and years, a secure business comes ever near"

"Mighty oaks from tiny acorns grow, with perserverance and patience,

I do know, this venture will likewise stand tall"

Celtic Ogham Ritual
to Grow a Business
from a Small Idea

Red permanent marker or red paint

A smooth twig

Apple seeds, an acorn, or pits from another fruit
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What to do:

You will need:

Timing:
Early morning hours

Ogham Yew Tree Symbol:



Light your yellow candle.

Hold the yellow ribbon or cord so that each end is being singed by the

candle's flame, saying:

Sprinkle a little bit of the salt onto each end of the cord, saying:

From the top to the bottom of the ribbon or cord, tie 9 knots, repeating

each chant for each one.

Place the knotted ribbon or cord in front of the candle until it has burned

out.

Hand the knotted ribbon or cord on the inside of the front door of your

business (or home if you have a home-office). 

Starting the day after you did the spell, which should be a Thursday,

untie one knot each day.

You can repeat the spell if you'd like once all the knots have been undone.

"Flame and fare, fire alive, release the power, that my new business may

thrive"

"Power of the Earth, come alive, release the power, that my new business may

gain drive"

9 Day Knot
Solopreneur Spell

A long yellow ribbon or cording

A yellow candle

A bowl of salt
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What to do:

You will need:

Timing:
Wednesday

Note:
This spell can also be used to expand an existing business



Standing outside, face the sun, saying:

Every time you get a new client or make a sale, place one of the yellow

crystals/buttons/beads/nuggets into the glass bowl.

Leave both the glass bowl and the clear jar where they will get plenty

of sunlight in your workspace, office, or shop.

On Sundays and at Midsummer, leave them both outside all day to soak

up the sun's energy. 

"May there always be work enough for my hands, strength to achieve my

daily round. At the end of each day, may there be satisfaction in work well

done and money honestly earned and rewarded"

When the bowl is full, move all of the crystals/buttons/beads/nuggets,

except one, into the clear jar, and start over again. 

Celtic Spell For
Starting Your Biz

from Scratch

A small glass bowl

A small tub of yellow crystals (citrine), or yellow buttons,

beads, or gold glass nuggets

A clear cookware jar
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What to do:

You will need:

Timing:
Whenever you start any self-employment. In the morning hours.



In your dominant hand, hold onto the form of payment and say 5x

times fast: 

Place the payment into a display case and hang it on the wall in

your office or shop. 

"The first is always the sweetest, but then pours in much more, money

flowing inward, payments by the score, handsel is as handsel does,

flowing, growing, pouring, flooding through the door"

A Handsel Spell for
Early Success

The first cheque, receipt of payment, copy of a paid

invoice, or the very first dollar or currency note that you

receive in your business

(This is known by the Anglo-Saxons as a Handsel)
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What to do:

You will need:

Timing:
Evening hours after you receive your first payment.


